
Prenuptial Agreement
Planning for whatever the future holds

Rooted in empowerment and love

Working with couples to determine the next best steps for their marriage.



Prenuptial Agreement

The Solace Prenuptial Journey is a loving

agreement between two souls prior to

getting legally married, resulting in a written

contract that can be used in the future.

Rooted in empowerment and love, this

document captures and celebrates all that

you love about each other and the respect

and integrity that comes with making a

commitment to one another.

We know intimately that society has given

the Prenuptial Agreement a heavy energy, a

stigma that you do not believe your

marriage will last. However, embracing what

we all know, that everything in life continues

to evolve and change, this agreement is a

powerful way for both you and your partner

to celebrate yourselves as individuals and

honor that your union must always respect

the two halves creating a whole. 

At Solace we see the Solace Prenuptial
Journey as a way of capturing all that has

brought a couple together. No one who gets

married believes that it will end in divorce.

But if this happens, don’t you want to end

this journey in the same way that you

started, with love, respect and integrity? 

The Solace Prenuptial Journey is billed at

$400 per hour and includes the financial

disclosure inventory report, mediation

session(s) guiding the couple through all

necessary legal conversations, and the

drafting of the prenuptial agreement. On

average, a Prenuptial Agreement can be

completed in 1-2 hours.

Visit us as solacedivorce.com to book a free

virtual consultation to see if our Prenuptial

Journey is the next best step for you.

The Solace Prenuptial Journey will guide

you through all necessary conversations

regarding your premarital assets and debts,

and will also guide you through

conversations regarding marital property

and what you both believe to be a fair and

equitable division if you divorce.

Working with couples to determine the next best steps for their marriage.


